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Heavenly Asia Pacific 1: International Association for Youth and Students for Peace in Cambodia 
(IAYSP – Cambodia) High School Youth Orientation 
 
On January 24 and 25, 2023, the International Association for Youth and Students for Peace in Cambodia 
(IAYSP – Cambodia), in collaboration with FFWPU-Cambodia, organized the High School Youth 
Orientation in two different high schools in Kampongspeu province, Cambodia. 
 
The main objective of the youth orientation was to give lectures to grade 12 high school students on the 
importance of character education and balance education, which are essential for Cambodia's future 
growth and development. Another objective of the orientation was to introduce the activities of FFWPU 
and IAYSP organizations, and to train and prepare the students as future leaders through seminars. 
 
The students who participated in the orientation expressed their sincere gratitude to FFWPU and IAYSP 
for providing them with helpful guidance and hope for their future. At the end of the event, YSP 
Cambodia presented the students with a gift, which they had prepared in advance, namely, the 
autobiography of True Mother ("Mother of Peace"). 
 
Heavenly Asia Pacific 1 and 2: AP1 and AP 2 Blessed Family Department, Education for Newly 
Blessed Couples 
 
The AP1 and AP2 Blessed Family Department recently held the third installment of their online seminar 
series for Newly Blessed Couples on January 28th. The seminar was specifically designed for couples 
who received their blessing on April 16, 2022. 
 



 

 

 
 
This educational program is based on the teachings of True Parents and focuses on strengthening and 
stabilizing marriages. It helps couples to better understand themselves, learn about their roles as husband 
and wife, improve communication, and build a shared vision for a peaceful world in honor of Heavenly 
Parent. 
 
The AP1 and AP2 Blessed Family Department conducts these educational programs for Newly Blessed 
Couples every three months. 
 

 
 
 
 


